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From New York’s Chelsea Art District to London’s Mayfair 
where wealthy collectors gather, numerous white cube 
galleries sprout, generating mystique and revenue in the name 
of art. As a crucial space for promoting fine art, are these 
traditional venues the only model?

vPace Gallery's new space in Chelsea, 2019

The air smells ambition where row upon row of commercial galleries 

operate, elites walking in and out of doors in fancy suits. If you feel tired 

about their aesthetic, you can enter another atmosphere by visiting an 

apartment gallery nearby.

 Move galleries into apartments!



Leo Castelli and his partner in their apartment, 1989

In fact, the idea of “apartment galleries” is nothing new. After World 
War II and the transition of world art center, Leo Castelli, an Italian art 
dealer regarded as an art world legend, moved to New York with his 
family, witnessing the flourish of the art market here.

In 1957, he renovated his living room and turned it into an art gallery. 
The first exhibition opened the following year dedicating to Pop Art 
masters Robert Rauschenberg and Jasper Johns, and this event became 
the originator of apartment galleries. Later, his gallery became the 
gathering spot for second-generation Abstract Expressionism, Neo 
Dada, Minimalism and Conceptual Art, and Leo Castelli gained a fame 
for his sharp judgement in finding emerging artists with potential.



In 2008, as financial crisis spread into every professional field, the art 
world inevitably suffer: while New York mega galleries still make 
remarkable profits, small galleries were closing down. At a time when 
many art venues have to leave their livelihood to fate, apartment 
galleries became the haven for many artists due to low rent and 
operating expenses. Today, Harper’s BAZAAR Art will take you to 10 
fascinating apartment galleries in New York City.
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01 East Village Art View 

The East Village has been the gathering place for alternative crowds 
since the 60s. The rich culture of anti-mainstream here nurtured a group 
of special art spaces, including East Village Art View founded by 
Argentinean artist Julia Justo.

Leo Castelli and his first apartment gallery exhibition, 1958



Exhibition view at East Vil lage Art View

Although it follows a fairly standard gallery operation model as a gallery 
opening in an apartment, East Village Art View inherited and expanded 
the art spirit of East Village, dedicated to underrepresented artists and 
aims to reduce exclusivity in representation. Unlike commercial galleries 
that follow a ten to six opening time, East Village Art View only accepts 
appointment. If you want to experience visiting a gallery as a VIP client, 
this is the place you should go to.

⭕ 🐱⭕ 🐱

 02 Catbox Contemporary 

What if you buy a cat tree that your cat dislikes and you feel wasteful 
about your investment? Hang some art in it and open a gallery instead! 
This method of opening a gallery can be a top choice for cat lovers.



Catbox Contemporary is such an apartment space fueled by wild 

imagination. To make fine art more accessible, founder Philip Hinge 

used his cat tree for small sculptures and paintings. Sometimes, you can 

even encounter two cats lying by these pieces. Who doesn’t want to 

look at art and play with cats at the same time?

Exhibition view at Catbox Contemporary



Exhibition view at Catbox Contemporary
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 03 Tutu Gallery 

When art is placed onto a cat tree at Catbox Contemporary, Brooklyn-

based Tutu Gallery claims that its gallerist is a black cat named Tutu. 

Tutu is much like the companion spirit for a witch in a classic fairy tale. 

She shows up at every opening, conversing between the public and art.



The feline founder of Tutu Gallery

This “spirit of the dark night” never puts a definitive label on her 
gallery: she does not place restrictions on the age of the artists shown 
and does not follow popular trends. Tutu Gallery is dedicated to under-
the-radar artists with a gift in creativity. Just like the mysterious founder 
behind the scene, you might only recognize them if you have a sharp 
judgment.



Tutu introducing her new friend Rice on the gallery Instagram

☁ 🌈

04 P.A.D



When you enjoy shopping time in SoHo on a sunny afternoon, you might 
notice a blanket with art displayed on it. If you ask about what you’re 
seeing, the founder of P.A.D, Patrick Mohundro, will tell you that it is a 
gallery on a pad!



P.A.D’s exhibition view and its Instagram page

This gallery based on streets and in staircases does not have a 
scheduled opening time, and it sells mostly small works under 75 
dollars. Although its space is as big as a blanket, the gallery is 
dedicated to explore more options in conversing with the public and 
puts effort in planning each exhibition, from the selection of artists to 
different curatorial appeals.

P.A.D in SoHo



☀ 🌲

 05 Medium Tings 

New York City is a melting pot for culture. To help emerging artists, 

especially artists of color, to gain representation in the city, Stephanie 

Baptist started Medium Tings in her own apartment in 2017.

The interior of Medium Tings

Unlike many Brooklyn galleries with an unhinged attitude in playing with 

fine art, Medium Tings will attract visitors with its classic atmosphere. 

It’s a brownstone with parquet floor, featuring a fireplace with sculptural 

details and decorations of plants. It feels like entering the living space 

of an elegant lady and you will not want to leave.



The interior of Medium Tings
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 06 La Salita 

La Salita, founded by cultural worker Elena Ketelsen González, is not 

only a place for collecting and viewing but also an open space for Latin 

American artists discussing social issues and cultural diversity. 



The interior of La Salita

Besides, La Salita is passionate about hosting pop-up performances and 
cultural events, attracting collectors who are loyal to their artworks. La 
Salita is an example of apartment galleries that build communities and 
their own special identity, refusing to follow the trend of the mainstream 
art world.

🍊 🍉

 07 In Passing 

Just like its name, In Passing constantly tries to pass on contents to the 

public, be it visual art, literature or music. This gallery is an 

experimental project space that includes many kinds of art.



The founder Julia Blume is the physical manifestation of the phrase “a 

non-artist curator is not a good gallerist”. She has many identities in the 

art world, therefore, she is good at balancing art and meaning in her 

curatorial approach. The first exhibition at In Passing, Speak, Muse, 

shines a spotlight on the marginalized group in the art world.

Exhibition view at In Passing



Exhibition view at In Passing

✨ 🙆

 08 Cfcp 

Brooklyn is full of curators and artists that are good at “playing”, 25-

year-old Mary Howard is one of them. In addition to her living room, she 

also turned a spare bedroom into the gallery space of Cfcp, making 

interesting comments about art and home decor. 



The entrance of Cfcp

Besides, Mary Howard is a junior sales manager at David Zwirner. In 

2016, she hosted an exhibition called People Who Work There in 

conjunction with David Zwirner. The second floor of the building where 

Cfcp is located turned into a space for photographs, prints and 

sculptures of 28 artists who work there. The multi-faceted nature of art 

sprout in this small apartment. 



Exhibition view at Cfcp
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09 Doppelgänger Projects 

Without the spectacles of Manhattan or the rebellious attitude of 
Brooklyn, Queens-based Doppelgänger is more like a indie folk. The 
founder make “partnership” with the windows, using natural lighting to 
replace traditional track lights. As a result, the art displayed here seems 
more lively. 

The interior of Doppelgänger Porjects

Some apartment gal ler ies have a simple structure, whereas 
Doppelgänger has two spaces on the same f loor.  One for instal lat ions 
that are more conceptual and one for more tradit ional paintings and 
sculptures. I f  you’re the lucky one, the founder might invite you to 
their  l iv ing space for tea and talk about art.  Why don’t you come and 



The interior of Doppelgänger Projects

🌛 💡

 10 The Lobby 

Imagine yourself just getting out of work and feeling tired, if you enter 

the lobby of your building and see paintings, sculpture and installations, 

wouldn’t you feel refreshed and energized? 

pay a visit?



Exhibition view at The Lobby

The Lobby is one of these DIY galleries that surprises you: the founder 

wonders around her apartment and talks to the guests, and you can find 

artists there as well. Except for regular exhibitions, they also host radio 

events and other pop-up activities after asking their neighbors’ 

permission, and every opening there is packed with visitors.  Dedicated 

to avant-garde artists, this gallery is definitely a pioneer in 

counter-culture.



Exhibition view at The Lobby



From Leo Castelli who started his career from opening a gallery in his 
living room, to curator Hans Ulrich Obrist who opened exhibitions in his 
kitchen at the age of 23, art never has the restriction of being confined 
in a “palace” of white box.

The Kitchen Show, 1919. Curated by Hans Ulrich Obrist.

There aren’t serious staffs and securities in apartment galleries, nor do 
they have prices that often go up to hundreds of thousands. The air in 
apartment galleries is not stiff, and you can talk to the artists in real life 
or spend as long as you want with a piece of art alone. From cat tree 
gallery to lobby gallery, apartment galleries is a haven for art made out 
of the context of systematic institutions, constructing a new art world 
that feels like home. Art making never follows an absolute standard or 
definition, and the same can be said about gallery making.



Leo Castell i  working in his gallery, 1966.
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